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different worlds, challenge your imagination, and give you a deeper
understanding of the power of written words. Introducing Amazing Writers B2
Collins Amazing People Elt Readers, a compilation of extraordinary narratives
crafted by some of the world's most talented wordsmiths.

Delve into the Minds of Brilliant Writers

From the vivid imagination of remarkable authors, Amazing Writers B2 Collins
Amazing People Elt Readers offers readers a chance to delve into the minds
behind these exquisite tales. Each story is a testament to the masterful
storytelling abilities of these brilliant writers, who fluently weave words together to
create immersive experiences.
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The collection covers a diverse range of genres, including mystery, science
fiction, historical fiction, romance, and more. Whether you're a fan of thrilling plot
twists or poetic prose, there's something for everyone within the pages of
Amazing Writers B2 Collins Amazing People Elt Readers.

Unleash Your Imagination
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Prepare to be whisked away to fantastical realms and faraway lands as you turn
each page of this remarkable anthology. Immerse yourself in the intricate details
and vivid imagery meticulously crafted by these amazing writers, allowing your
imagination to run wild.

Imagine embarking on a treacherous quest through an enchanted forest, where
mythical creatures await at every turn. Picture yourself navigating the labyrinthine
corridors of a haunted mansion, solving riddles and unraveling ancient secrets.
With Amazing Writers B2 Collins Amazing People Elt Readers, your imagination
knows no bounds.

Discover an Unforgettable Reading Experience

Inspired by the extraordinary literary talent featured in Amazing Writers B2 Collins
Amazing People Elt Readers, readers are treated to an enchanting journey where
words come alive on every page. The carefully curated selection of stories
guarantees an unforgettable reading experience, filled with captivating
characters, gripping plotlines, and profound messages that will leave you
reflecting long after you've finished the book.

As you read each story, you'll find yourself empathizing with complex
protagonists, feeling their triumphs and tragedies as if they were your own. You'll
witness the power of love, the depths of human resilience, and the profound
impact a few well-chosen words can have on an individual's life.

Unlock the Hidden Gems

Amazing Writers B2 Collins Amazing People Elt Readers is not just a collection of
captivating stories; it is a treasure trove of hidden gems waiting to be discovered.
The talented authors featured in this anthology have skillfully crafted narratives



that explore the depths of human emotions, challenge societal norms, and inspire
personal growth.

Through their words, they delve into universal themes of love, loss, justice, and
redemption. Each story leaves a lasting impression, giving readers a glimpse into
the complexities of the human experience and reminding us of the power of
storytelling to transform lives.

Uncover the Magic of Amazing Writers B2 Collins Amazing People
Elt Readers

If you're eager to immerse yourself in an unforgettable reading experience, look
no further than Amazing Writers B2 Collins Amazing People Elt Readers. Uncover
the magic hidden within these pages and embark on a literary adventure like no
other. With twists and turns aplenty, exceptional writing, and a captivating
exploration of the human spirit, this anthology is a must-read for any avid reader.

So, sit back, open the book, and allow the extraordinary stories of Amazing
Writers B2 Collins Amazing People Elt Readers to transport you to unimaginable
worlds. Prepare to be amazed by the creativity, talent, and sheer brilliance of the
world's most amazing writers.
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The inspiring stories of 6 people who changed history.

Contents:
Voltaire, the French writer who believed in equality for all
Charlotte Brontë, the British novelist who wrote Jane Eyre
Mark Twain, the American who wrote Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer
Jacques Prévert, the writer known in France as ‘the People’s Poet’
Ayn Rand, whose writing expressed her own philosophical ideas
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn who wrote about life in a Soviet Labour Camp

BRITISH ENGLISH
Word count: 18,787
Headword count: 1,631

Visit www.collinselt.com/readers for videos, teacher resources and self-study
materials.

This book is Level 4 in the Collins ELT Readers series.
Level 4 is equivalent to CEF level B2.

About the Amazing People series:
A unique opportunity for learners of English to read about the exceptional lives
and incredible abilities of some of the most insightful people the world has seen.

Each book contains six short stories, told by the characters themselves, as if in
their own words. The stories explain the most significant parts of each character’s
life, giving an insight into how they came to be such an important historic figure.
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After each story, a timeline presents the most major events in their life in a clear
and succinct fashion. The timeline is ideal for checking comprehension or as a
basis for project work or further research.

Created in association with The Amazing People Club.

About Collins ELT Readers:
Collins ELT Readers are divided into four levels:
Level 1 - elementary (A2)
Level 2 - pre-intermediate (A2–B1)
Level 3 - intermediate (B1)
Level 4 - upper intermediate (B2)
Each level is carefully graded to ensure that the learner both enjoys and benefits
from their reading experience.
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Are you a passionate needleworker looking to explore intricate and
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10 Game-Changing Ideas And Tools For
Instagram Growth That Will Skyrocket Your
Followers
Instagram has become an essential platform for individuals, brands, and
businesses to showcase their creativity and engage with their audience.
With over 1 billion active...
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